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Category: American History/Biography 
 
HISTORY DETECTIVES, Sundays, 8p, 4/1/18 – 6/30/18, 60m 
HISTORY DETECTIVES returns to explore the stories behind historic sites, artifacts and tall tales 
told in cities across the country, with the help of an inquisitive team of fact-finders with an 
uncanny talent for uncovering the truth. 
 
FINDING YOUR ROOTS, Sundays, 9p, 4/1/18 – 6/30/18, 60m 
Finding Your Roots with Henry Louis Gates, Jr. is the 12th and latest series from the renowned 
cultural critic and Harvard scholar. In this 10-part series, Professor Gates continues the quest he 
begun in African American Lives 1 and 2 and Faces of America delving into the genealogy and 
genetics of an all new group of famous Americans. The series combines history and science in a 
fascinating exploration of race, family, and identity in today's America. Each hour features a 
different pair of celebrity guests, who are bound together by an intimate, sometimes hidden 
link, whether it be as old friends, through long-lost relatives, or even through a common 
ancestral past. 
 
BOCA RATON: THE SECRET WEAPON THAT WON WW II (A WLRN PRODUCTION), Monday, 
11p, 4/30/18, 60m 
WLRN'S original production explores the pivotal role that radar played in winning the Second 
World War and how a small Florida town called Boca Raton becomes the base for a new battle 
front that would prove decisive. 
 
THE TEST, Monday, 8p, 6/25/18, 60m 
THE TEST examines the history of atomic testing in Nevada, atomic tourism, and the 
consequences of being in Nevada's "atomic backyard." Following World War II, as the United 
States plunged into the Cold War, scientists raced to keep the nation secure in the nuclear age. 
They lacked a full understanding of atomic weaponry's destructive scope and knew the bomb 
had to be tested further. Ultimately, atomic testing sites, including one in Nevada, were 
established. The one-hour documentary delves into the testing in Nevada and the rise of 
"atomic culture." Highlights include the elaborately constructed "doom towns," "atomic 
tourism," which describes how nuclear testing became a main event in Las Vegas as residents 
and visitors alike lined up to watch "the show," as well as a detailing of the history leading up to 
the 1996 Comprehensive Nuclear-Test-Ban Treaty, still in effect today. Additionally, THE TEST 
examines the role that the former test site serves today in preparing first responders for the 
fight against terrorism and other dangers. 
 
 



 
WE’LL MEET AGAIN, Sundays, 9p, 4/29/18 – 6/24/18, 60m 
Join Ann Curry for the dramatic reunions of people separated by WWII. A Japanese-American 
woman sent to an internment camp hopes to find a childhood friend, and a survivor from a 
Jewish ghetto searches for the child of the couple who befriended him. 
 
AMERICAN HOME: FRANK LLOYD WRIGHT’S B. HARLEY HOUSE, Friday, 7p, 5/31/18, 60m 
An American Home tells the interweaving stories of the B. Harley Bradley House-a 
groundbreaking structure designed by Frank Lloyd Wright, it's architect, and the community in 
which it resides. All three have faced moments of great hardship, but have emerged from the 
struggle thanks to perseverance and determination. 
 
DEFYING THE NAZIS: THE SHARPES’ WAR, Friday, 11:30p, 4/6/18, 80m 
Join an American couple's courageous mission in 1939 to help refugees escape Nazi-occupied 
Europe. Over the course of two years, the pair will risk their lives so that hundreds can live in 
freedom. A new film by Ken Burns and Artemis Joukowsky. 
 
GI JEWS – JEWISH AMERICANS IN WORLD WAR II, Friday, 10p, 4/20/18, 90m 
Discover the story of these brave servicemen and women who fought for equality and 
tolerance around the world. Featuring new interviews with Mel Brooks, Carl Reiner, Henry 
Kissinger, the late Bea Cohen and others. 
 
AL CAPONE: ICON, Thursday, 11p, 5/10/18, 60m 
Al Capone - the quintessential self-made American man, ruthless killer or both? Just his name 
sparks images of pin-stripe suits and bloody violence. To this day, Americans are fascinated by 
this celebrity gangster. The question is why? 
 
DEEP CITY: THE BIRTH OF THE MIAMI SOUND (A WLRN PRODUCTION), Sunday, 11p, 5/20/18, 
60m 
Learn how two musical geniuses created the first black-owned record label in Florida. Explore 
the early days of 1960s soul music in Miami, the pioneers of that era and their lasting 
contributions to the broader American musical landscape. 
 
CITY AT WAR: CHICAGO, Friday, 11p, 6/22/18, 60m 
Narrated by television journalist, producer and news anchor Bill Kurtis, A CITY AT WAR: 
CHICAGO chronicles what happened in America's major cities during World War II. When 
President Franklin Delano Roosevelt (FDR) called on the country to become "an arsenal of 
Democracy" to defeat Axis powers Germany, Japan, and Italy, cities like Chicago, Detroit, New 
York, Los Angeles, and others transformed themselves into major producers of war material. 
Almost overnight, America's industrial might was unleashed on its enemies, with each city 
making unique contributions. The documentary also tells the story of the most significant 
events that occurred in Chicago during the war, and explores the mutually beneficial 
relationship between FDR and Chicago mayor Ed Kelly. With Roosevelt's help the original "Big 
City Boss" strengthened his political machine by moving thousands of African Americans from 



the party of Abraham Lincoln to the Democratic voter rolls. African Americans and the city's 
many other communities, worked together like never before to insure the Allied victory. Kelly 
also attracted huge government investment in more than 1,400 companies that re-tooled to 
support the war effort. For the first time, with men away fighting the war, tens of thousands of 
women found employment in factories making everything from bullets and bombs, to ships, 
tanks and planes. Perhaps the most important event of the entire war took place when the 
University of Chicago made its contribution to the top secret Manhattan Project. Nobel Prize-
winning physicist Enrico Fermi and his team achieved the first self-sustaining nuclear chain 
reaction. This critical step enabled the creation of atomic bombs dropped on Japan to end the 
war. Using interviews, rare film footage (including Cubs owner P.K. Wrigley's tryouts for the All 
American Girls Baseball League), vintage propaganda movies, period posters and stills, A CITY 
AT WAR: CHICAGO brings to life a vital chapter in American history. 
 
AMERICAN EXPERIENCE, Thursdays, 10p  4/5/18 – 6/30/18 
For nearly three decades, American Experience has been television's most-watched history 
series. The series has been hailed as "peerless" (The Wall Street Journal), "the most consistently 
enriching program on television" (Chicago Tribune), and "a beacon of intelligence and purpose" 
(Houston Chronicle). On air and online, the series brings to life the incredible characters and 
epic stories that have shaped America’s past and present. Acclaimed by viewers and critics 
alike, American Experience documentaries have been honored with every major broadcast 
award, including 30 Emmy Awards, four duPont-Columbia Awards, and 17 George Foster 
Peabody Awards; the series received an Academy Award® nomination for Best Documentary 
Feature in 2015 for Last Days in Vietnam. 

• American Comandante 

• Death and the Civil War 

• Rachel Carson 

• A Perfect Crime 

• Oklahoma City 

• Space Men 

• Tesla 

• Boys of ‘36 

• Summer of Love 

• Assassination of Abraham Lincoln 

• Command and Control 

• Murder of a President 

• Walt Disney 

• Pilgrims 
 
 
Category: Science/Technology 
 
NOVA, Sundays, 10p, 4/1/18 – 6/30/18, 60m 



PBS' premier science series helps viewers of all ages explore the science behind the headlines. 
Along the way, NOVA programs demystify science and technology and highlight the people 
involved in scientific pursuits. 
CROWD & THE CLOUD, Thursday, 7p, 6/14/18 – 6/28/18, 60m 
THE CROWD & THE CLOUD is a documentary series showcasing the power of Citizen Science in 
the Digital Age. This multi-part series, hosted by former NASA Chief Scientist Waleed Abdalati, 
takes viewers on a global tour of the projects and people on the front lines of citizen science 
and crowdsourcing. By observing their environment, monitoring neighborhoods, and collecting 
information about the world around them, citizens are helping professional scientists advance 
knowledge while speeding up new discoveries and innovations. 
 
 
Category: Environment/Nature/Geography 
 
NATURE, Thursdays, 8p 4/1/18 – 6/30/18, 60m 
NATURE, television's longest-running weekly natural history series, has won more than 200 
honors from the television industry, parent groups, the international wildlife film community 
and environmental organizations, including the only award ever given to a television program 
by the Sierra Club. 
 
ANIMALS WITH CAMERAS, A NATURE MINISERIES, Thursday, 8p, 4/5,  60m 
Witness the secret lives of animals as never before, as this three-part series uncovers truly 
unprecedented behavior. See a side of the animal kingdom where human cameramen can't go 
when animals become the cinematographers. 
 
SECRET LIFE OF DOGS, Thursdays, 7p, 4/5/18 – 4/19/18 
There's no denying that we humans love our dogs. Man and canine have lived together for 
thousands of years. But how much do you really know about your best friend? Secret Life of 
Dogs uses cutting-edge cinematography to really get under the fur of our most prized 
companions, from their super power senses to their extraordinary behaviour and 
unquestioning loyalty; but most of all this film really gets to grips with their relationship with us. 
Revealing spectacular new insights into the way dogs understand us, love us and in some cases, 
can dramatically save or enhance our lives, this film uncovers how the true success of their 
species is our mutually beneficial relationship. Following a puppy from birth to motherhood, 
this beautiful film also tells amazing stories of how dogs are transformed from being born blind 
and deaf into highly sophisticated animals, and explores the weird and completely wonderful 
ways of dogs. 
 
ELEPHANT FAMILY AND ME, Thursdays, 7p, 5/10/18 – 5/24/18, 60m 
Gordon Buchanan tries to gain the trust of a herd of elephants in the wilds of Kenya to film this 
uniquely intimate portrait of their family life. Wendy is a teenage elephant mother, struggling 
to raise her first baby Wiva. Filming them is tough - elephants are one of the most dangerous 
animals on earth thanks to years of human persecution. With the help of local expert Benjamin 



Kyalo, Gordon manages to get spectacularly close to the elephants on foot. And he witnesses at 
first hand the dangers baby Wiva faces growing up in the African bush. 
 
 
BEARY TALES, Thursday, 7p, 5/24/18, 60m 
Vaclav Chaloupek is a Czech wildlife photographer and filmmaker living in the Bohemian Forest, 
a low mountain range that runs through Central Europe. When a forest ranger shows up at 
Vaclav's home with a pair of orphaned bear cubs, he agrees to care for them, quickly becoming 
an experienced bear "mom" - bottle feeding goat milk and honey to the cubs and cleaning up 
the messes they create. The emotionally engaging documentary BEARY TALES chronicles the 
gradual maturation of the bear twins as they flourish under Vaclav's care: their first steps, early 
forest outings, and development from defenseless babies to cheeky, 135-pound teenagers. 
Using a well-balanced mix of factual information and charming scenes of the playful duo, the 
film deftly illustrates the specific complexities that arise when bear cubs are influenced by 
humans. 
 
BEAK AND BRAIN: GENIUS BIRDS, Thursday, 7p, 5/31/18, 60m 
The term "birdbrain" generally isn't used as a compliment, but in BEAK AND BRAIN: GENIUS 
BIRDS FROM DOWN UNDER, we meet the feathered prodigies whose smarts defy stereotypes. 
This memorable hour-long documentary investigates two of the cleverest creatures in animal 
kingdom: the humorous, agile keas of New Zealand and the steadfast, patient crows of New 
Caledonia. Keas, the only species of parrot that live in a snowy, mountainous region, enjoy 
solving puzzles and dismantling small objects. Thousands of miles north in the archipelago of 
New Caledonia, talented crows produce sets of tools -each of which serves a particular 
purpose. In the ultimate avian I.Q. test, BEAK AND BRAIN determines which of these species is 
the smartest - with some funny and surprising results. 
 
Category: Culture 
 
SERIES: TEMAS DE MUJER (A WLRN PRODUCTION) (Weekly Sunday Programming) 
Hosted by Vilma Petrash, this talk show is dedicated to highlighting the participation of the 
Hispanic woman in the professional world, and what she thinks about current local, national 
and international issues.  It is a program for the entire family with a focus on the Hispanic 
woman and their topics. 
 
SERIES: EL SHOW DE PEDRO ROMAN (A WLRN PRODUCTION) (Weekly Sunday Programming) 
Hosted by Pedro Roman (INTERNATIONAL LATIN ENTERTAINER) El Show de Pedro Roman is a 
talk show about a variety of arts and music entertainment. 
 
SERIES: COMENTANDO (A WLRN PRODUCTION) (Weekly Sunday Programming) 
Hosted by Carlos Cabezas, this program explores mystical, scientific, medical topics and other 
issues or areas which affect our everyday lives. 
 
SERIES: ANTE USTED (A WLRN PRODUCTION) (Weekly Sunday Programming) 



Hosted by Dr. Luis Fernandez, this series is dedicated to the discussion of issues related to 
criminal justice, consumer protection, immigration, drug abuse, and other issues related to the 
judicial system.  An informative program for all interested in a deeper understanding of this 
system as laws are updated and changed throughout the year, it is important to stay current.  
 
SERIES: COLOMBIA AL DIA (A WLRN PRODUCTION) (Weekly Sunday Programming)     
Hosted by Enrique Cordoba, Colombia al Dia, covers with economic, political and social issues in 
Colombia and the Colombian community in South Florida (as well as worldwide).  This dynamic 
program brings you the relevant information not often seen on commercial television. A culture 
and news oriented weekly report from Colombia.  
 
SERIES: CUBA Y SU HISTORIA (A WLRN PRODUCTION) (Weekly Sunday Programming) 
Cuba y su Historia, hosted by Jose Antonio Albertini.  This talk show deals with historical issues 
and the current political and socio-cultural situations in Cuba reaching to other Latin countries 
around the globe. 
 
SERIES: OPINIONES (A WLRN PRODUCTION) (Weekly Sunday Programming) 
Opiniones is hosted by Pedro Corzo and addresses political, economic and national issues as 
well as international information.  Corzo tackles broad, global issues that go beyond the 
headlines.   
 
SERIES: FORO 17 (A WLRN PRODUCTION) (Weekly Sunday Programming) 
Hosted by Luis G. Diaz, Foro 17, this talk show explores economic, political and social issues in 
South Florida as well as national discussions that effect our community. 
 
GLOBE TREKKER, Tuesdays, 7p, 4/3/18 – 6/28/18, 60m 
GLOBE TREKKER transports viewers to unforgettable destinations through its stunning 
photography, rhythmic indigenous music and spirit of adventure. In each episode, one vibrant 
young traveler ventures off the beaten path to soak up the local culture, sample the cuisine and 
revel in breathtaking vistas. In keeping with their aim of "living as the locals do," charismatic 
hosts Ian Wright, Justine Shapiro, Zay Harding, Megan McCormick and others explore 
everything from big-city landmarks to exotic sights in remote villages. 
 
ANTIQUES ROADSHOW, Wednesdays, 7p, 4/4/18 – 6/27/18  60m 
ANTIQUES ROADSHOW cameras capture tales of family heirlooms, yard sale bargains and long-
lost items salvaged from attics and basements, while experts reveal the fascinating truths about 
these finds. 
 
SHELTER ME, Thursday, 7p, 5/3/18, 60m 
SHELTER ME is an inspiring series that celebrates the human-animal bond by telling uplifting 
stories about shelter pets and the people that help them. This series shows the power of 
communities working together to make a difference. In Episode 7, we feature shelter dogs that 
are trained to protect endangered species. We follow the dogs from the day they are rescued 
to their deployment in Zambia where they are helping prevent the poaching of elephants and 



rhinos and helping stem the illegal trade of ivory and rhino horns. These once homeless dogs 
are now doing life-saving conservation work! We also see an inspiring program where junior 
high school students read to dogs and cats at an animal shelter. This helps socialize the animals 
and makes them more adoptable and increases the self-esteem and confidence of the kids. And 
we showcase a high school cross country team that takes shelter dogs for a run as part of their 
practice. This innovative community program has inspired the entire town and, soon, the entire 
nation! 
 
NEW YORK: AMERICA’S BUSIEST CITY, Fridays, 5/4/18 – 5/18/18, 60m 
Ade Adepitan, Anita Rani, Ant Anstead and Dan Snow take a closer look at one the most 
complex cities in the world examining the systems that keep the "City That Never Sleeps" 
functioning all year round. 
 
JOHN PORTMAN: A LIFE OF BUILDING, Thursday, 11p, 4/5/18, 60m 
Examines the work and legacy of one of the world's most daring and influential architects. Over 
the last 45 years, John Portman's iconic urban structures and eye-popping interiors steadily 
rose in 60 cities across four continents, helping redefine cityscapes in the United States and 
skylines in Asia. Once considered a maverick because he eschewed long-accepted industry 
standards, critics and leading architecture schools now fully embrace Portman's design 
approach, which emphasizes function, purpose and sensory experience. JOHN PORTMAN: A 
LIFE OF BUILDING showcases Portman's buildings using dramatic time-lapse footage. The film 
also features interviews with Portman, architecture critic Paul Goldberg (The New Yorker), 
Harvard professors Mack Scogin and Michael Hays, business associates Mickey Steinberg and 
A.J. Robinson, architect Jacque Robertson, art critic Robert Craig and Portman's children. 
 
ROADTRIP NATION: ONE STEP CLOSER, Wednesday, 11p, 4/11/18, 60m 
Not every success story starts with a four-year degree. Community colleges are the breeding 
ground for big dreams and new adventures. In ROADTRIP NATION: ONE STEP CLOSER, three 
community college students - Becca, Armand and Melanie - travel across the country to meet 
influencers and professionals, who also hold associate degrees, and learn how they each define 
success for themselves. Journalist and former PBS NewsHour anchor Jim Lehrer is one of the 
individuals they encounter in their travels. 
 
HIALEAH SPEEDWAY: NO GUTS, NO GLORY (A WLRN PRODUCTION), Friday, 11:30p, 4/27/18, 
30m 
It's a Saturday night in 1954 and the roar of the racecars at Hialeah Speedway can be heard all 
over town for the first time. Families would gather, men would cheer, and teenagers would 
peek through the fences to steal a glimpse of the action and larger-than-life racing 
personalities. Then, in 2005, the track was silenced forever. This is a half-hour story of Hialeah 
Speedway's 51-year run as a community centerpiece and launch pad for some of the greatest 
names in racecar history. Interviewed are race legend Bobby Brack (most winning driver from 
Hialeah Speedway), track annoucer Marty Little, Reunion Organizaer Romie Bacelo and Herb 
Tillman who was the first to win a race in 1954.Some racers have now settled in North Carolina 
and started companies that build racecar engines and recreate classic cars from the speedway's 



heyday. Today, they are being used at other great racing venues around the U.S. Many of the 
key players also still live here in South Florida. 
 
 
 
WEIRD FLORIDA: ON THE ROAD AGAIN (A WLRN PRODUCTION), Sunday, 11p 6/24/18  60m 
Florida is a state known for its sun, surf, and sand! But wait a minute! Florida also has a darker, 
offbeat and downright weird side, where ancient mysteries and legends reside. Weird Florida: 
On the Road Again is part two of the Weird Florida series. This episode features sites you'll 
surely want to visit, like a haunted restaurant in Rockledge where dishes fly off the shelf, New 
Smyrna's mysterious ruins, Sarasota's Biggest Littlest Circus and Key Biscayne's underwater 
cemetery. Once again, your guide for this crazy journey is the utterly kooky 10th generation 
Floridian, Charlie Carlson, "Florida's Master of the Weird", and joining him is his curious canine, 
Lady Isabel. 
 
 
Category: Health 
 
DEFINING HOPE, Wednesday, 11p, 4/4/18, 60m 
DEFINING HOPE is an award-winning film that captures people who are weighing what matters 
most at the fragile junctures in life, and the nurses who guide them and help carry out their 
decisions. The documentary follows eight patients with life-threatening illness as they make 
choices about how they want to live, how much medical technology they can accept, what they 
hope for, and how that hope evolves when life is threatened. DEFINING HOPE is optimistic and 
reminds us that we have choices. It's a film that jump-starts these critical conversations and 
helps people define what makes life worth living. 
 
POWER TO HEAL: MEDICARE & THE CIVIL RIGHTS REVOLUTION, Thursday, 11p, 5/31/18, 60m 
Hour-long documentary chronicling the historic struggle to secure equal and adequate access to 
healthcare for all Americans. Central to the story is the tale of how a new national program, 
Medicare, was used to mount a dramatic, coordinated effort that racially desegregated 
thousands of hospitals across the country, all in a matter of months in 1966. Using the carrot of 
Medicare dollars, the federal government virtually ended the practice of segregating patients, 
doctors, medical staffs, blood supplies and linens. As one of the least known chapters of the 
civil rights movement, POWER TO HEAL examines how its leaders and grass-roots volunteers 
pressed and worked with the federal government to achieve justice and fairness for African 
Americans. 
 
TOO SOON TO FORGET: THE JOURNEY OF YOUNGER ONSET ALZHEIMERS, Friday, 11p, 
6/15/18, 60m 
Most people think Alzheimer's is a disease that only affects older adults, but that's not always 
true. When this disease strikes before the age of 65, it's considered 'younger onset' 
Alzheimer's. Today, more than 250,000 individuals in the United States are living with Younger 
Onset Alzheimer's disease. The harsh reality is that living with Younger Onset Alzheimer's can 



be a lonely and isolating experience and although there are many resources available for those 
with Alzheimer's, very little information is available for those affected by this form of the 
disease. Hosted by Dan Gasby and his wife B. Smith, a former supermodel, celebrity chef and 
lifestyle maven who was diagnosed with younger onset Alzheimer's at the age of 62, TOO SOON 
TO FORGET: THE JOURNEY OF YOUNGER ONSET ALZHEIMER'S DISEASE takes an in-depth look at 
the particulars of this disease, and provides information to help understand and educate 
viewers about the effects and its impact. The hour-long documentary features nine families 
from a variety of backgrounds who share their stories and common experiences, from 
loneliness and isolation, to the adjustments, and finally, to the healing power of community. 
 
TRUTH ABOUT ALCOHOL, Wednesday, 10p, 6/13/18, 60m 
Dr. Javid Abdelmoneim investigates our ongoing love affair with alcohol. In this upbeat and 
accessible BBC documentary, cutting edge science explodes some long held myths, and a series 
of fun, yet scientifically robust experiments, reveal surprising new truths about drink. Why do 
younger individuals handle alcohol better than older people? Why are "teetotalers" more 
susceptible to heart attacks than those who drink? Why is red wine better for you than white 
wine? 
 
Category: War/Veterans/National Security 
 
NAZI MEGA WEAPONS, Mondays  8p (10p in June)  4/2/18 – 6/25/18  60m 
In the quest for world domination, the Nazis built some of the biggest and deadliest pieces of 
military hardware and malevolent technology in history. With brilliant, dark minds and a legion 
of captive labor at their disposal, the Nazis believed the path to ultimate victory was to out-
build and out-engineer their enemies. To them, bigger definitely meant better, and better 
meant more lethal. As Hitler's grip on Europe tightened, he ordered men like Wernher von 
Braun, Ferdinand Porsche and Alfried Krupp to build increasingly outlandish machines and 
structures to realize his master plan. This is World War II told from a new perspective. This 
series uncovers the engineering secrets of three iconic mega structures, tells the stories of the 
evil geniuses that designed them and reveals how these structures sparked a technological 
revolution that changed warfare forever. 
 
WORLD WAR II: THE PRICE OF EMPIRE, Mondays, 9p, 4/2/18 – 6/25/18, 60m 
We survey the inter-war years, the rise of the dictators, appeasement and the expansionist 
policies of the Third Reich until the eve of the invasion of Poland. In the East Japan's invasion of 
China, which can be traced back at least to the Mukden Incident of 1931, has escalated into a 
full-scale conflict following Japan's invasion of Manchuria in 1937. 
 
MEN AND THE MACHINES THAT BEAT HITLER, Mondays, 10p, 4/2/18 – 4/9/18, 60m 
This is the story of the veterans who fought in the 5th Royal Tank Regiment during World War II 
- a team of ordinary men who faced the frontline in both Europe and beyond. 
 
DOOLITTLE’S RAIDERS – A FINAL TOAST, Monday, 10p, 4/18/18, 60m 



The bottle of 1896 Hennessy Cognac was uncorked in front of hundreds of people. The surviving 
World War II veterans from one of history's greatest military missions were about to raise their 
silver goblets one last time ending a decades long tradition. It was time for the veterans to hold 
this final toast. They could wait no longer. Their numbers had dwindled to just a few. Many of 
the names of the 80 flyers who took part in the April 18, 1942 raid on Japan may not be familiar 
to most, but collectively they will always be known in history as the Doolittle Tokyo Raiders. 
Long ago these American flyers, aboard 16 B-25 bombers, had accomplished a daring mission 
that changed the morale of an entire nation. The aviators, led by famed commander Lt. Col. 
James Harold Doolittle, had taken the fight directly to the enemy for the first time in the war 
and delivered retribution for Japan's sneak attack on Pearl Harbor on December 7,1941. 
 
GREAT ESCAPE: THE RECKONING, Monday, 10p, 5/7/18, 60m 
Many of us are familiar with the story of The Great Escape, when 76 airmen broke out of a 
German prisoner of war camp during World War II in a dramatic bid for freedom. But its chilling 
sequel, in which 50 Allied airmen were captured and then murdered by the Gestapo on the 
orders of a vengeful Adolf Hitler, is largely unknown. Now, for the first time, this compelling 
drama-documentary - which uses actual reports and court transcripts from the time - depicts 
the story of a little-known investigation: that of the dedicated RAF Special Investigation Brand 
team which set about tracking down the Gestapo suspects who killed their men. This is the 
untold story of one of history's most remarkable criminal investigations. 
 
BATTLE OF JUTLAND: THE NAVY'S BLOODIEST DAY, Monday, 10p  5/14/18, 60m 
Historian Dan Snow leads a team of experts to try to uncover the factors that made The Battle 
of Jutland the British Navy's bloodiest day. A century after the battle, they examine ship design, 
tactics, and the technology of the day, seeking to better understand what happened, and to 
commemorate the sacrifice of those many thousands who died in 1916 during the world's 
biggest sea battle. 
 
D-DAY OVER NORMANDY, Monday, 10p, 5/21/18, 60m 
The documentary OVER NORMANDY D-DAY shows some of the most spectacular scenes of the 
landing beaches viewers some of the most iconic locations in Normandy from D-Day captured 
by one of France's top aerial drone camera companies films viewers have ever seen. combined 
with archival footage from June 6, 1944. 
 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, Mondays, 8p, 6/11/18 – 6/18/18, 60m 
The first part of this two-part documentary series begins by following young men and women 
on their way to "earning their Wings." In a rigorous course of instruction, they learn to lift off 
and land a supersonic aircraft on the deck of an aircraft carrier in the middle of the ocean, still 
considered one of the most difficult and hazardous tasks. Eugene Ely first attempted the death-
defying feat in 1911. Ely's act of landing a fragile bi-plane on a make-shift wooden deck would 
eventually transform into a weapon of unprecedented power and influence. The episode 
concludes with World War II and the U.S. victory in the Pacific, when carrier aviation reigned 
supreme. However, Naval soon would face a threat to its existence - not from an enemy source, 
but from a competing technology - the nuclear bomb. 



 
HOLD AT ALL COSTS, Friday, 11:30p, 4/13/18, 84m 
Examines the build-up, events and aftermath of one desperate battle waged in 1953 during the 
Korean War's closing months. The one-hour documentary, produced to commemorate the 60th 
anniversary of the war's end, charts the epic attack and defense of Outpost Harry, where 
American, Greek and South Korean soldiers overcame incredible odds to protect a vital position 
against a massive Chinese barrage. Survivors representing all sides share their stories and detail 
the battle's impact on the rest of their lives. The film features interviews with American, South 
Korean, Greek and Chinese veterans, in addition to three generals, MASH nurses, the South 
Korean Prime Minister, noted scholars and political commentators, including Newt Gingrich, 
U.S. Senator Richard Lugar, U. S. Congressman Charles Rangel and Oliver North. Actor Edward 
Herrmann narrates. 
 
 
Category: Arts 
 
MUSIC ROW: NASHVILLE’S MOST FAMOUS NEIGHBORHOOD, Thursday, 11p, 4/26/18, 60m 
Tells the story of how a group of unremarkable bungalows became the heart of the country 
music industry, and led to Nashville's title as Music City USA. Narrated by singer-songwriter 
Pam Tillis, the documentary focuses on the rise of the Grand Ole Opry and the subsequent 
opening of recording studios in the downtown area. It also looks at the beginning of Music Row 
and how it developed into a complete neighborhood housing the full spectrum of the music 
industry - from session musicians and recording engineers, to record labels and entertainment 
lawyers. Chronicled through vintage photos and archival footage, as well as interviews with a 
range of industry professionals and musicians, the hour-long film also recounts the 
establishment of Nashville's musical community and reflects on what Music Row means today 
in the changing music business. 
 
POETRY IN AMERICA, Saturdays, 10:30p, 4/28/18 – 6/30/18, 30m 
The 12-part series POETRY IN AMERICA draws students of all ages into conversations about 
poetry. Hosted by Harvard University professor Elisa New, each half-hour episode highlights the 
work of one distinguished poet (Emily Dickinson, Langston Hughes, Gwendolyn Brooks) with a 
reading by an individual well known for accomplishments outside the humanities (actress and 
playwright Anna Deavere Smith, Grammy-Award winner Herbie Hancock; former vice president 
Joe Biden, and rapper/poet Nas), as well as a chorus of others, including: a chorus of pick-up 
basketball players, young naturalists at the Massachusetts Audubon Society, and students at 
the Parsons School of Design. The fast-moving, beautifully shot series offers viewers a fully 
immersive experience in hearing, reading, and interpreting a single American poem. Scholar 
Elisa New opens a conversation about poetry and encourages viewers at home to extend the 
discussion past the episode's end. 
 
INTERNATIONAL JAZZ DAY FROM CUBA, Saturday, 11p, 5/5/18, 60m 



Enjoy the many renowned artists who present an extraordinary concert from the Gran Teatro 
de La Habana in Havana. Celebrated worldwide, International Jazz Day brings together people 
from UN and UNESCO member nations. Quincy Jones and Will Smith host. 
 
JAZZ AMBASSADORS, Saturday, 11p, 5/12/18, 60m 
Discover how the Cold War and Civil Rights movement collided when America asked Dizzy 
Gillespie, Louis Armstrong, Duke Ellington and Benny Goodman to travel as cultural 
ambassadors and combat racially charged Soviet propaganda through their music. 
 
2017 WORLD DANCESPORT GLAMSLAM SERIES, Tuesdays, 10p, 5/8/18 – 6/30/18, 60m 
The WORLD DANCESPORT GRANDSLAM SERIES is back, featuring the best competitive dancers 
in the world vying for the most prestigious titles and the prize money in the world of dance. As 
the top dancers in the various dance styles meet up at different locations around the globe, 
cameras are trained on every step they take. With all their moves and stances, be it the poses 
they hold during the highlights of the paso doble or in the staccato action they emphasize in 
their tango, the couples are on a never-ending quest for excellence and ultimately a 
championship. Their performances are assessed by 12 experts using a revolutionary judging 
system which makes the entire process of adjudication more transparent for the viewer at 
home. Four components are considered, with two focusing on the technical aspects and two on 
the artistry. The 2017 WORLD DANCESPORT GRANDSLAM SERIES takes the world's best couples 
on a year-long journey from the first leg in Helsinki, Finland to the final showdown in Shanghai, 
China, with six hour-long episodes capturing their exploits. 


